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week 1 
gathering data from 

stories  
with Martha & Marieke



WEEK 1 - WARMING-UP EXERCISE 
mapping the class situation related to flooding 
Let’s start empathising with the subject of project 2 with a short assignment. 
Give answer to the questions on the whiteboard of this exercise: what is the 
sea/water level in your hometown?; how far do you live from rivers or sea?; 
in which periods of the year or month is the risk of flooding higher?  
If you know about factors that cause risk of flood close to the place you live, 
write them down. Compare your answers with other students answers and 
use the provided participant’s data to make a visualisation! 

Output (on the Miro board - week 1): 
• Post your "fast data visualisation” and discuss the group output with your class.





WEEK 1 - ASSIGNMENT 1a:  
analysis of the storytelling in Lohuizen's book (or website) 
Get aware of storytelling elements around "the impact of rising sea levels 
on humans”. Use the questions that arise you while reading the book/
website to create a system (template) to gather interesting data (e.g. the 
combination of images and text/captions that have the most or less 
emotional impact on yourself; used sort of images and visual language; 
relevant objects in the storytelling of the images; used symbolism, 
metaphors and "tone of voice" to communicate about this topic). 

Output (on the Miro board - week 1): 
• Post the system/template/excel sheet you‘ve used to gather data from the stories in the book (of 

vidoe’s or website), as well as the pictures and captions where your collected data comes from.



Kadir van Lohuizen - Photographer

Source: 
https://archive.noorimages.com/



Source:  
Observe, Collect, Draw!: A Visual Journal 
Georgia Lupi & Stefanie Posavec  



BOOK as data source 
Kadir van Lohuizen

TEXT as source:  
Andy Kirk’s 
example during his 
Guest Lecture

IMAGES as source:  
Example of Anna Rosling

Watch: TEDx Talk Anna Rosling "Using photos as data to understand  
how people live” (15:00) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvsAvvKeGhc

Watch: Guest Lecture by Andy Kirk "Qualitative Data” (32:56) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTpSogtRhJs&t=11s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvsAvvKeGhc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTpSogtRhJs&t=11s


Source:  
Observe, Collect, Draw!: A Visual Journal 
Georgia Lupi & Stefanie Posavec  



Source images: Guest Lecture by Andy Kirk



Source: 
https:// …..

What consequences can we face because of the rising sea level?



WEEK 1 - ASSIGNMENT 1b:   

organise gathered data 
Discuss with your country classmates the data you have found behind the 
storytelling elements in Lohuizen's book. What can you learn from your 
classmates' approach to gather data in a systematic and consistent way? 
Individually: try first to understand the gathered data at a deeper level and 
search for patterns. Then, organise for yourself the data in categories 
based on what you think it will best communicate a story. 

Output (on the Miro board - week 1): 
• With your country fellows: a collection of data from the "stories" in the book. 
• Individually: an own organised and categorised data set based on what it could be your start point to 

communicate a story. Important: this will be the input for your final data visualisation!



Source:  
Observe, Collect, Draw!: A Visual Journal 
Georgia Lupi & Stefanie Posavec  



Source:  
Observe, Collect, Draw!: A Visual Journal 
Georgia Lupi & Stefanie Posavec  



Source: Guest Lecture by Andy Kirk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hTpSogtRhJs&t=11s 



Reminder: start spotting locations! 

Search for grids in the public space and explore possibilities to place real 
objects on them to visualise data. 

Work as a film director! Spend time looking for suitable public locations in 
your hometown where you could exhibit your physical data visualisation at 
the end of the project.  
Take pictures from those locations; they will not only help you as a source 
of inspiration, but will you will also need them as a context when making 
and showing a mock-up (prototype) of your physical data visualisation.



Spot locations and take pictures 

Search for grids 




